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EM324/524-D 
Module 7  

Learning Guide  

The Ins and Outs of Church Witness 
 

 

Before you start...  
 Do the pre-reading for this week (see Unit Guide pp7-8 + uploads on Moodle) 
 From the reading, come prepared to share a question, challenge, implication & application  
 Come ready to share how your evangelism challenge went from the previous module 
 If it’s your turn, come prepared to share your testimony and/or share about evangelism 

with your chosen social group 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

In this module we consider what it means to be a church (the community of God) that both reaches out and 
connects seekers in as part of a corporate evangelistic witness. Two guests will guide us through. 

In session one, after a reflection on Jesus’ sending of the seventy (Luke 10:1-24), we’ll hear from Warren 
McKenzie aka Resident, a Hip Hop artist and even more dedicated youth worker and witness to those on 
the margins. We’ll hear his journey of working alongside, and oftentimes reaching out in spite of, the 
church on mission, using Krosswerdz music and graffiti as a primary vehicle for building relationships and 
revealing the kingdom of God coming near.  

In session two we’ll debrief the readings, as well as the weekly staples: share your testimony, offer some 
tips, pray for friends, and reflect on the challenge. Then, in session three we’ll hear from Anna Farrell, who 
was a leader within various Alpha church plants in Britain, now helping with integration of seekers and new 
believers at Brisbane’s Hillsong church. Last, we’ll form one inward & outward change for your local church.  

 
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this module are to: 

1. Consider how we may turn a church outwards to be about the mission of God 
2. Evaluate various approaches to an inward mission as seekers are incorporated in the church 

 
OUTCOMES 
On completion of this module, the student shall be expected to strategise ways of turning their church 
outwards to engage the world, and evaluate their church’s evangelistic strategy for connecting people in.  
 
SESSION FLOW (lecture runs 6:15-9:00pm, breaks from 7:05-7:10pm, and 7:55-8:05pm) 
6:15 Corporate Devotion on Luke 10:1-24 (10 minutes) 
6:25 Warren McKenzie: “Why the Church Must ‘Go’!” (40 minutes) 
7:10 Testimony/Tips/Prayer/Challenge | Debrief Readings (45 minutes) 
8:05 Anna Farrell: Alpha and Church Integration (25 minutes) 
8:35 Bridging the Divide: Evaluating Mass Programs and Process for Spiritual Seekers (25 minutes) 
8:55 Strategising Ins and Outs + Assign S’s next module + Challenge + Lord’s Prayer (5 minutes) 

https://www.krosswerdz.com/rezadent
https://www.krosswerdz.com/krew
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Anna_Farrell3
https://hillsong.com/brisbane/
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2.  WHY THE CHURCH MUST ‘GO’ – LUKE 10 WITH WARREN MCKENZIE 

Resource 7.1  
For the Distance Students, as you don’t get to hear directly from Warren McKenzie, can I encourage 
you to spend the first session working through the “Call To Go Handout TYMC2012” on Moodle, 
Module 7, under Extra Resources. This unpacks the set reading (Benson, “Why Youth Ministry Must 
Leave the Building” [6pp]), and is a workshop I put together based on Luke 10, helping you turn your 
church and youth ministry outwards. 

On Moodle, there are a number of optional readings that will help you reflect on the call to the 
church as a corporate witness: 

 Neil Cole, Church 3.0 regarding “Catalysing Evangelism” 

 Darrell Guder, Missional Church regarding our call as church to “represent the reign of God” 

 Robert Coleman summary of his book The Master Plan of Evangelism on Jesus’ strategy of calling and 
sending the disciples—a model for today’s church in witness 

 Lausanne Occasional Paper #39 regarding “The Local Church in Mission: Becoming a Missional 
Congregation in the Twenty-First Century Global Context and the Opportunities Offered Through 
Tentmaking Ministry” here.  

 Here for Power to Change (formerly Campus Crusade for Christ) “Athlete’s in Action” website 

 On the centrality of hospitality to outreach and inreach, see Ian Hussey’s short reports (I, II, III) 

I’ve also written a couple of articles uploaded under Extra Resources for this module, that may be 
helpful, including “Building Bridges 1: Crossing Divides”, and “Building Bridges 2: Christian Bubble.” 

From an apologetics angle, you may find the 2017 Faith and Belief McCrindle Report and 4 page 
infographic helpful (cf. video launch here, and a snapshot of Aussie Christians here). It summarises the 
top ten belief blockers in Australia to non-Christians taking Christianity seriously. Of the top ten, seven 
objections are related to the church: issues such as judgmentalism, exclusivity, abuse of children, 
attitude to homosexuality, and more. Their earlier DVD series, “Towards Belief” (2013), is a solid 
response. For more on church and culture, see Module 6 of the Malyon course, Everyday Theology here. 

Logos, the apologetics group I’m connected with, focused in on these issues, in the talk “Church: Is It 
Relevant Anymore?” You can watch the video and get transcripts/discussion-guides here. 

Last, and perhaps most significantly, there have been very provocative critiques of  
the whole church and Christendom project from Anabaptist quarters. They’ve  
always been on the outside of power—rejected in the early days by both Catholics  
and Protestants—so they have some wise words for a western church no longer  
appreciated as Chaplain to the culture. To get a taste for this, and the  
implications for evangelism, see: 

Hauerwas, Stanley. After Christendom?: How the Church Is to Behave If Freedom,  
Justice, and a Christian Nation Are Bad Ideas. Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1991. 
[Particularly chapter 4 “The Politics of Church” and chapter 6 “The Politics of Witness”.] 

Hauerwas, Stanley, and William H. Willimon. Resident Aliens: Life in the Christian Colony:        
A Provocative Christian Assessment of Culture and Ministry for People Who Know That 
Something Is Wrong. Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1999. 

Foster, Tim. The Suburban Captivity of the Church: Contextualising the Gospel for  
Post-Christian Australia. Moreland, Vic.: Acorn Press, 2014. [Not anabaptist, but relevant.] 

Stone, Bryan P. Evangelism After Christendom: The Theology and Practice of Christian Witness.   
Grand Rapids, Mich: Brazos Press, 2007. 

Yoder, John Howard. The Politics of Jesus: Vicit Agnus Noster. 
Grand Rapids, Mich: Eerdmans, 1994. 

https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=8590
https://www.lausanne.org/content/lop/local-church-mission-lop-39
http://www.athletesinaction.org/
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=22061
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=22063
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=22062
http://traverse.org.au/bridge-builders1/
http://traverse.org.au/bridge-builders2/
http://faithandbelief.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Faith-and-Belief-in-Australia-Report_McCrindle_2017.pdf
https://faithandbelief.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/Faith-and-Belief-in-Australia-Infographic_McCrindle_2017-UPDATED.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=23&v=ovJ12DcReaI
https://www.christiansuper.com.au/blog/aussie-christians/
http://www.olivetreemedia.com.au/towards-belief/
http://traverse.org.au/base/everyday-theology/
http://traverse.org.au/resources/apologetics/logos/is-the-church-relevant/
http://www.amazon.com/Suburban-Captivity-Church-Contextualising-Post-Christian-ebook/dp/B00NH53PZC/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1458109144&sr=8-3&keywords=suburban+captivity+of+the+church
http://www.amazon.com/After-Christendom-Freedom-Justice-Christian/dp/0687009294/ref=sr_1_6?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1363048109&sr=1-6&keywords="After+Christendom"#reader_0687009294
http://www.amazon.com/Evangelism-after-Christendom-Theology-Christian/dp/1587431947/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1363051679&sr=1-1&keywords=evangelism+after+christendom#reader_1587431947
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2.1 First Thoughts  

**n.b. Distance Students won’t have access to what Warren McKenzie will share. However, you can read 
about Warren’s work through the web-pages below.  

And if you’re more passionate about the use of sport—rather than music—as a vehicle for evangelistic 
outreach then check out Ubabalo: Soccer for discipleship in Africa … see here for more information, and 

here for an inspiring 7 minute Lausanne video about the work of Ubablo with orphans. 
Whilst in different fields, Warren’s heart resonates with Crossover’s Stan Fetting—a previous guest sharing 
in EM324 on sports outreach. You might find his Winter 2008 article in Prac Magazine (p8) great fodder … 
from a Pastor’s perspective, Stan sought to challenge the “You bring them [to a church service], we’ll save 

them” attitude. See here to read. For more on a Christian Worldview of Sport, see Malyon Module 11 here. 
 

**For Distance Students, in place of listening to Warren, you can work through Class Activity 7.2 on “Why 
the Church Must Go”. The reflection activities will help you put this into practice for your local church.** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Last module we considered how to reach a community. Whirring behind the scenes was the question of 
who is reaching the community. Lone individuals? Small groups? Evangelists? So, this module we explore 
the crucial corporate dimension of evangelism. God chooses and sends a family as His evangel in the world.  

Thus, we must pay attention to the ins and outs of church witness. That is, just like breathing—inhale, 
exhale, inhale, exhale—we need the rhythm of both centripetal (inward/attractional) and centrifugal 
(outward/missional) witness.  

Class Activity 7.1 (10 minutes) 
Pray that God would speak to us corporately as we engage His Word. 

Now, together as a class, read Luke 10:1-24. 

Take one minute to note what most stands out to you, and how this relates to your church. 

Discuss the questions below: 

 On the continuum below, where would place your church’s emphasis? 

Centrifugal                                                                                      Combo                                                                                      Centripetal             
(outward, going to the lost)                                               (equal mix of in & out)                       (inward, inviting lost into community) 

-----------------------------------------------------------------x------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 What impacts you from the Luke 10 passage,  
and how does this relate to your corporate witness?  

 What might Jesus be saying to your community at this time? 

https://www.max7.org/en/library/Ubabalo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aZfrbV14DOQ
http://www.crossover.org.au/about/
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=9610
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=9610
http://issuu.com/pracmagazine/docs/prac-winter-edtion-2010/2
http://traverse.org.au/base/christian-worldview/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aZfrbV14DOQ
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2.2 Warren’s (aka Resident) Journey  

In this session, Warren McKenzie will share something of his journey, using Hip Hop to reach young people, 
especially at-risk youth in juvenile detention. As the artist Resident, and leader of Krosswerdz, he has the 
opportunity to share Jesus with kids unlikely to ever come to your church services. In fact, Krosswerdz has 
branched out to bridge this divide, now running Krosswerdz Church, at https://nosoulsbarred.com/. Follow 
these various links to get a sense of what the “outs” of church witness can look like with this special crew. 
 

 
 
 
Warren McKenzie aka 'Resident' is a husband and father of two hailing 
from south Brisbane. With a love for the culture of Hip Hop, in particular 
the element of emceeing, dreams of writing his own raps and 
performing existed ever since he heard the sounds of Run DMC and 
Public Enemy in the early 90’s. Growing up in a small coastal town with 
little to no Hip Hop culture, Resident began teaching himself to make 
beats and write rhymes at age 21. 
 
A few years later through a link up with the Indamidst collective, he 
began collaborating with a number of emcees around Australia, 
performing at shows and recording songs. The year 2005 brought with it 
a move to Brisbane where he now lives with his family in the suburb of 
Forest Lake. 
 
The experience gained over the years, led to employment opportunities 

where he has worked as a youth worker engaging students through the culture of Hip Hop. In 2011 with the help of 
fellow emcee Dsipl, an independent record label called Change The Tape was born. This is now home to both emcees 
as well as Brisbane artists Ill Clinton, Meek Starkiller and U.K artist the Praying Mantis. 
 
Since hearing the gospel of Jesus Christ at an early age, Resident’s life has continued to be shaped and moulded by 
this message. His desire is for others to know the grace and mercy offered by God through the work of His Son. All 
rappers have a message and Resident writes to tell of the hope that exists for the broken world around us. 
 
In 2011, Krosswerdz Brisbane was launched and Resident has been one of the key people in seeing this movement 
become established in the south east Queensland area. Krosswerdz Brisbane runs bi-monthly events in various 
locations, workshops for community and monthly church services in the Brisbane Youth Detention Centre. Resident 
graduated in 2017 from the Malyon Baptist College of Queensland and now works with Forest Lake Baptist Church 
where he and his family serve.  
 
 

https://www.krosswerdz.com/rezadent
https://www.krosswerdz.com/krew
https://nosoulsbarred.com/
https://www.krosswerdz.com/
https://www.krosswerdz.com/rezadent
https://nosoulsbarred.com/
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As you hear Warren’s story, reflect on these questions. How might this look in your context? 
 What ‘outreach’ initiatives has your church undertaken? 
 What helps or hinders a church from reaching out to bless the community,  

with no strings attached? 
 What are the greatest wins of investing more time and money as a church into outreach? 
 What are the greatest dangers and problems associated with emphasising outreach? 
 What’s one thing your church could do to meet a genuine community need, and turn outwards? 
 How might you go about this process, so the Spirit leads and you work together at this goal? 

https://www.youtube.com/user/Krosswerdz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=50&v=_u3btCXph6c
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Krosswerdz 
 

Purpose: To effectively communicate Christ 

through Hip Hop culture 

 

How: By using Hip Hop culture to share the 

good news of Jesus. Rapping about the 

gospel, through graffiti art that reflections 

biblical and gospel themes, turntablism, 

breakdance etc. We view our work as 

evangelism and outreach yet also have a 

regular community of Christians who stay 

connected to each other through their 

involvement with Krosswerdz.  

 

Where: KW currently runs events in most major cities in Australia, including N.Z, Malaysia and has 

inspired other similar groups in Canada and the U.S. Krosswerdz Brisbane additionally runs regular 

church services using Hip Hop music in the Brisbane Youth Detention Centre.  

 

Type of Ministry: Often called a parachurch as we run parallel to the church, aiming to build up the 

church as well as be a bridge to the local church. KW has a strong emphasis on encouraging people to be 

firmly grounded in their local church.  

 

Strengths: Contextualises the gospel well for the Hip Hop community. Graffiti art and Rap lyrics are 

such a great platform for sharing Scripture and the gospel. KW has a strong sense of community and 

connectedness. The style (beats, rap, dance etc) is highly engaging for people and leaders often receive 

many invites and open doors to being able to share Christ out in the world (e.g., the detention centre). 

 

Weaknesses: Due to the fact that KW events are usually bi-monthly or monthly it can be difficult to 

have ongoing discipleship (hence the importance of the local church). KW finds a significant number of 

people who consider themselves Christians but don’t attend a church regularly yet might consider KW 

their church.  

 

Scriptures for reflection: 

 

Colossians 3:16: for sharing Christ through song and for keeping us Christ-centred in all we do. 

Additionally, this has been helpful when sharing what we do with the local church, helps other 

Christians who are unfamiliar with the format to grasp what we are doing. Not here for entertainment.  

 

Mark 16:15, Matthew 28:19, Romans 1:16, 1 Corinthians 9:16: Instruction for us to go out into the 

world, preach the gospel and make disciples. For the emphasis to be on the gospel and not us. 

 

1 Corinthians 10:31: using all that we have and all that we are and all that we do to bring God glory. 

 

1 Peter 4:10-11: we all contribute, using what we have for serving and building each other up. This has 

been particularly helpful in a church context (i.e., edification). 

 

Links: www.krosswerdz.com (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter). 

http://www.krosswerdz.com/
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Reflection Activities 7.1-7.2  
 
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following questions, and tick off the related 
boxes in the unit guide. 
 
#7.1 As you read Luke 10:1-24, what do you sense the resurrected Christ would speak to your church 
towards reaching out, as it relates to the sending of the seventy(two)?  
 
#7.2 In one paragraph, summarise how you feel the Spirit would have you corporately reach out, 
addressing the five steps in class activity 7.2 above. 
 

 

Class Activity 7.2 (40 minutes) - *Online Students* 
In place of hearing Warren speak, jump onto Moodle Module 7, and download from Extra Resources the 
pdf “The Call to Go Handout TYMC2012”. It unpacks the set pre-reading for this week:  
Benson, “Why Youth Ministry Must Leave the Building” (6pp). 

Over the next 40 minutes, work through the various activities pages 1-11, with Luke 10:1-24 in hand. 

Remember, the key focus (brought out in the reflection activities below), is to consider how God is calling 
you and your church (or youth ministry) to turn outwards. The key section to work through is on page 9, 
focusing on outward-in incarnational ministry: 

(1) Partner with lovers of peace 

___________________________________________________________ 

(2) Share hospitality and friendship 

___________________________________________________________ 

(3) Meet their felt needs 

___________________________________________________________ 

(4) Share the good news 

___________________________________________________________ 

(5) Challenge all that is anti-kingdom. 

___________________________________________________________ 

What form might each take in your local community? Seek God for His perspective. This may result in a 
more organic and relational outreach. Or, it could result in an outreach community like Krosswerdz. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LVVdAxtqCMQ
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=8590
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=8613
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2.3 Stan Fetting’s thoughts from Prac 2010 Winter article (p8): 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

http://issuu.com/pracmagazine/docs/prac-winter-edtion-2010/2
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2.4 COMMISSION Evangelism Group—How to subvert an inward looking church: 

When I first started as Pastor of Evangelism and Community Outreach at Kenmore Baptist Church (now 
Riverlife Baptist), there was significant press to get an ‘evangelism program’ started. By that many meant, 
“You run something for the lost, and we’ll bring them along.”  

Now, don’t get me wrong. I’m a big fan of Alpha and the like. But in my estimation, what was *most* 
needed was to challenge this palming-off attitude. [See my rationale and plans here.] We’re all called to 
witness. And with fewer and fewer people in our post-Christendom society comfortable to come to a 
church based program, I wanted to focus on the labourers we needed to kick into the harvest field. 

The idea began while reading Robert Coleman’s The Master Plan of Evangelism. Jesus isn’t just the 
‘message’ we proclaim. More fundamentally, he’s the method: “As the Father sent me, so I send you” (John 
20:21). Out of this idea birthed COMMISSION. Basically, I spent a month seeking God for 11 people of 
maximum diversity (gender, age, economic status, marital status, interests, nationality, [dis]ability)—adding 
myself, that made 12 disciples with Christ, through His Spirit, being the teacher. 

I launched the vision, and we ended up with 12 of us covenanting to spend ~3 hours together per week as a 
primary priority. We built the foundation for evangelism like we have in this Malyon course—what is the 
gospel, what is evangelism, why evangelise, etc. After that, we alternated an ‘in’ week with an ‘out’ week. 
More on that below, in the article I wrote to highlight what God did across the year. Each person took a 
turn at sharing their testimony and their heart for evangelism, around which we constructed outreach 
experiments that we did as a group. 

Long story short, at the end of two years, while I couldn’t chalk up multiple programs and hundreds of 
conversions, I did have a team of over twenty people who could naturally point anything that moves 
toward Jesus. They were passionate for Christ and loved the lost. In turn, when they integrated across their 
diverse home groups, and a fairly insular church culture in general, they couldn’t help but spark a passion to 
turn outwards and reach the lost. Twenty or so fire-starters, equipped to evangelise, and expecting revival. 

Maybe you could try something similar in your setting? Read on … 

Bridge Building … Our Commission?—Experimental Evangelism 

It’s often said that insanity is when you do the same thing but expect different results. Now, as far as pithy 

sayings go, it has shortcomings. Perhaps it’s the tenth strike of the sledge-hammer that breaks the brick? It’s 

more than a touch ego-centric to think that everything in the world is static, while flexible-old-me is free to 

manipulate variables in manufacturing the ideal outcome. 

Even so, the truth of this saying runs deeper than the caveats. All things being the same, it really is crazy to 

keep up what doesn’t work. And, on the flip side, just because something worked in the past, doesn’t mean it 

will always work till kingdom comes. Times change, and so must our strategies to meet a moving target. So, 

what’s our mission, and are our methods working?  

Our mission fits within God’s mission: to build bridges reconciling 

an estranged world to its creator (2 Corinthians 5:18-19). We’re to 

announce the good news of peace (shalom) with God through Jesus 

Christ, who is the Lord of all (Acts 10:36). Basically, our mission is 

to give people a taste of what Kingdom life is like, and then invite 

them to join God by laying down their agendas and realigning with 

Jesus the King.  

Now, just as Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, today, and forever 

(Hebrews 13:8), so God’s mission and Jesus’ commission for us to 

do likewise will never change until all have heard the gospel 

(Matthew 28:18-20; John 20:21). But that doesn’t mean our method 

is static. Jesus’ approach to evangelism shifted from the woman at 

the well to the man adjacent on the cross. And Paul preached 

differently to Jews in Jerusalem’s synagogue than Greeks in the 

https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=3208
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streets or intellectuals up on Mars Hill. So why are we still recycling methods that may have passed their 

use-by date, irrelevant to our particular audiences?  

Is a green tract, outlining four steps to peace with God, an effective method to reach media-drenched 

postmoderns? Is a confrontational approach, pressing a random stranger to admit he’s not a good person, a 

fruitful method to engage a downcast and homeless alcoholic? Maybe. Maybe not. But how will I ever know 

unless I’m prepared to lose the formulas and experiment with something new? 

Most social commentators agree that times are rapidly changing—our whole world is in a state of flux, as 

cultural diversity and differing convictions collide with caustic scepticism in an increasingly post-Christian 

secular society. So, how to respond?  

My thinking: experimental evangelism. Let’s work on our cultural exegesis, understanding where our 

society (and diverse individuals therein) is at. Then, let’s go crazy brainstorming as many methods as we 

can, that reflect our diversity in personality and gifts and heart. 

That’s where the idea for Commission was birthed. Pretty much operating under our church’s radar, roughly 

twelve of us have journeyed together for a year, meeting weekly, growing deeper in our understanding of 

evangelism, and getting experimental with our methods. No strategy is too strange, no failure is fatal, and no 

fruit forms a new formula.  

But rather than me waffle on, I’ll pass onto Dan Mobbs to share his experience, as one of Commission’s 

early adopters. … 

 

About 18 months ago I was in a challenging place in my faith. I had 

been a Christian for about 12 years however I was finding church a 

difficult place to understand. I still had a love for God however to be 

honest I had started to feel lost and discontent as I saw so many 

people become focussed on experiencing signs and wonders within 

our church building, and seemingly few concerned about the poor 

on our doorstep. I just didn’t get how this approach to church would 

(a) have ever reached me, (b) would reach any of my friends or 

family, or (c) could address the needs that I saw in the community. 

In my discontent I decided that the solution was to go looking for a 

job to do at church. I thought that I needed to “be the change that I 

wanted to see.” I have been working as a counsellor and community 

worker since I graduated university and so I thought that I would 

offer my skills and see if I could help. It would at least give me a 

nice comfortable Christian 

task to do and at least allow 

me to justify complaining 

about church (when it was 

obvious that my apathy and passivity was just as bad and mostly 

worse than everyone else).  Unfortunately (but probably by design) I 

didn’t find the task I was looking for, but instead Dave Benson 

suggested to me that I should become involved in a group called 

“Commission.” At least it would let me tick my box of “doing” 

something and allow me to feel better for having such a bad attitude.  

Dave explained that “Commission” was going to be a group of 

people who have a “heart for evangelism” and that we are going to 

test out different ways to present the gospel. In my mind, I was the 

furthest thing from being an evangelist or even having a “heart for 

evangelism”; Dave assured me that my desire to help people was part of the gospel message. I didn’t get it 

at the time but I am so thankful that I decided to give it a go.  
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Being involved in Commission, as it turned out, was the 

second best decision of the last twelve months (second to 

proposing to my fiancé ☺). Commission was a group of 

people that met once a week (alternating between 

Monday night and Sunday afternoon) to discuss “the 

gospel” and then go out into the community and try out 

what we’d talked about. The group was not aimed at 

preaching or “winning souls”; instead, it was a group 

where each individual was challenged to think about 

what the kingdom of God is really all about, and how can 

we build bridges into the community and point people 

towards Jesus and his Kingdom.  

Initially the Commission group spent some time developing a common understanding on how to share the 

complete gospel, and then we went out and engaged people from the community in a variety of ways. We 

conducted surveys about spiritual attitudes, spent time engaging strangers in conversation, running BBQ’s 

at the local skate park, promoting Easter services, raising awareness in the community about Leprosy and 

the work of Christian aid organizations, and much more. We even followed Mr. Eternity, Arthur Stace, by 

chalk-writing signs of the Kingdom across the Storey Bridge and Fortitude Valley. We had many significant 

moments and conversations. For me, though, the most significant impact that the group has had is that it 

reconnected me back to a gospel message that really is good news, and something worth sharing.  

Commission helped me realise that the most ordinary acts of compassion, kindness, and mercy, are just as 

“supernatural” as the spectacular and extraordinary interventions. I understood God and his kingdom. For 

the first 12 years of my faith I had really been seeing the gospel as a message of spiritual salvation—an 

evacuation plan from a dying planet—rather than a message of restoration and complete healing. Sharing 

my faith went from being one of the most confronting things I knew, to me feeling confident and able to 

present the Good News in a way that is relevant and 

holistic. 

For a long time I felt quite ashamed of my imperfections 

and thought that I was not a good enough witness to really 

share about Jesus. Whilst some people are out leading a 

crusade, my role as an evangelist is to demonstrate the 

message of God, build bridges in the community, and 

unashamedly share life with people who are outside the 

church. Basically it comes down to loving God, loving 

others, and being sent with other believers to bring healing 

into the world. Being Christian is not about what jobs you 

do but how you align your life with God’s Kingdom.  

 

Well, that’s Dan’s story. So what’s your story? How are you sharing your faith? 

Commission is over for this year. But perhaps this crazy experiment has fuelled your faith and ignited your 

imagination. What kind of bridges are you building? Are you working with poor materials and ineffective 

methods? Do you have a heart for the lost and want an apprenticeship in evangelism? If so, then perhaps 

Commission is for you. God bless as you continue building gospel bridges, and may your willingness to 

experiment forge new ways through a time of flux. 

Dave Benson. 
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3.  TESTIMONY/TIPS/PRAYER/CHALLENGE | DEBRIEF READINGS 

Class Activity 7.3 … “The Staples” – stuff we do each week 
Testimony: _______________ is sharing their story this session …  
Each module one student will share a very brief testimony. A testimony is simply sharing 
   What your life was like before you accepted Christ + How you came to ask Jesus into your life  
                                    + How life has changed 
 

Reality is, though, most people will switch off after a couple of minutes. Religious jargon turns them off 
within a minute. So we’ll do it differently. … All I want you to share is an answer to the question: 
                               “What makes Jesus ‘good news’ for me?” 

Keep it under 250 words (preferably written out), and focus on a HINGE to your story …1  
 “I was striving . . . but now I’m grateful.”              “I was self-destructive . . . but now I’m healthy.” 
  “Guilty . . . but now liberated.”                              “Fear-stricken . . . but now confident.” 
  “Despairing . . . but now hopeful.”                        … See Bill Hybels, Walk Across the Room, p126 

Your story then becomes a tie in to the BIG STORY:  Designed for good  Damaged by evil  
               Restored for better  Sent together to Heal  God sets everything right 
 

Tips: ______________ is sharing this session about evangelism with _______________ 
Each module, one student will share for a few minutes some tips for reaching a particular demographic 
(e.g. skaters, business-people, bikies, teachers, lesbians, work-at-home mums, athletes, etc.). 
❖ Describe the Group and your involvement with them 
❖ Tell one story from your own experience with this group, out of which you answer: 

o What are the key traits of this group that affect how they hear/receive the gospel? 
o What shouldn’t you do in witnessing to this group? 
o What should you do, that you’ve found helpful in sharing with them? 
o What actions help to demonstrate the gospel of the Kingdom for this group? 
o Any other thoughts or illustrations? 

❖ At the end of this, one other student will pray for God’s empowerment on you as a witness 
  

Prayer: 
Who has God laid on your heart to see come to faith? Across this course, we’ll pray in pairs that God 
would draw this person to Himself, and use you in the process. Pray as you feel led. 
 

Challenge: Last module = “community outreach” 
Most modules I will set a CHALLENGE for us each to try before the next class. Like *show and tell* when 
you were at primary school (surely your favourite activity!), this segment is a chance to share a story or 
two of how it went, living it out. You may also have an experience to celebrate or reflect on concerning 
evangelism, that’s worth bringing to the rest of the class to debrief. 

                                                           
1 Here’s my attempt: “Jesus is good news to me because I’m an annoying “why” kinda’ guy. Ever since I was a kid, I 
loved to ask why, and wanted to make sense of why the world is the way it is. My dad came to faith through facing the 
toughest questions (origins, meaning, morality, destiny), and so he encouraged me to think. The more questions of 
the Bible, and Jesus that I asked, the more it made sense. But it wasn’t until I was 21 and had a spinal injury, becoming 
virtually quadriplegic, that I found this belief move from head to heart. As I prayed, God was closer than my wife’s 
hugs, and spoke through a friend that within 10 days I would be able to walk again. Against medical predictions, this 
happened exactly on the 10th day. If any worldview is true, it should at least make sense of science and love—the way 
the world is, and the heart of our existence. In Jesus I’ve met and experienced the Creator and logic that makes the 
universe hang together, and I’ve found a personal God who steps into my brokenness and deals with my issues in love, 
paying for my wrongs. Logic, Love … Jesus ties these two together and offers the way, the truth, and the life, making 
sense and meaning out of an otherwise confusing and empty existence.” 
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To help you process the readings, the following questions and thoughts are what strike me.  
How would you answer these kinds of questions? 

Dave Benson, “Why Youth Ministry Must Leave the Building” (6pp)  
 
 Is your church more inward or outward focused, centripetal or centrifugal in emphasis? Why? 
 
 What’s one thing your church could do in response to the 5-steps of Luke 10?  
 

SE, “Centripetal Mission, or Evangelization by Hospitality,” 424-435 
 
 If crossing boundaries and moving from the centre to the periphery is the heart of centrifugal mission, 
what are the key characteristics of centripetal mission? 
 
❖ Waldron Scott explores incarnational Christianity, being—like Israel—a city on a hill and leaven in 

the dough. The heart of centripetal mission is related to authenticity and effectiveness. This is most 
important at home in missionary “sending centres” like the USA and (to a lesser degree) Australia. 
Remember, too, that the world has come to us through migration, thus the importance of 
hospitality and inclusivity as the community of God. 

❖ “To reach or receive” … mission is important at home, too 
❖ “Come and see” … not just going out to tell the story, but bringing them in to see how Christians 

live as the new humanity … can be attractive, or repellent depending on authenticity … by witness 
as much as proclamation  “Come and See!” 

❖ “The Other Side: From the Periphery to the Centre” … we have lots to learn from indigenous 
missionaries and those in ethnic churches about hospitality … to evangelize is to be evangelized, 
like Peter learning from Cornelius … especially valid in mainline churches as dry and diminishing … 
we can learn from ecumenical partnership with minority and poor churches. 

 
 Why is hospitality intimately related to Christian life and mission?  
How hospitable is your church to the newcomer, the outsider, and the outcast?  
 
 What are the major barriers to adopting this approach, and how have you seen “evangelization by 
hospitality” effectively practiced? (Cf. Ian Hussey’s 3 articles on the centrality of hospitality to outreach: I, II, III.) 

 
 

Class Activity 7.4 – Readings Debrief 
In response to the pre-reading for this module, students will be picked to share on one of the following: 

         -a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify 
 -a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance 
 -an implication—“so what” for our evangelistic practice 

 -an application—something useful right now in your context 
 
The whole class can then contribute to further discussion. The aim is to ground the readings and apply 
them to one’s life in general and ministry context in particular. This is the ideal time to bring up whatever 
is confusing, or questions you have in regards to the course material, so don’t be shy! 
 
N.B. For modules 1-10, I’ve set up a FORUM (cf. assessment requirement 1) to outline your two hours 
of outreach each week, and a question raised + lesson learned from the experience. This is a great tie 
in point for distance students, to feel part of the class. Take the time to comment on what others post, 
and let’s get the conversation going. Some great ideas may flow from this kind of dialogue. 

https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=22061
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=22063
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=22062
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Michael Frost, “Missional 
Communities” (28pp) 
 
 The title of this chapter is “Fashioning 
Collectives of Exiles. The Promise: We Will 
Create Missional Communities.” What are 
the key parallels between our situation and 
Israel in exile (living in Babylon)?  
 
 What does Frost mean by a “missional 
community”, and why is this such a key 
strategy in our time? 
 
 In what ways do we “make it [church] 
too hard” (p139)? What does this look like 
in your context? (Cf. Christ’s Pieces/Quarry as an example.) 
 
 Think of one story in your own church experience that embodies each of these principles (141ff): 

- let Jesus be your reference point 
- embrace a radical spirituality of engagement 
- be inspired by prevenient grace 
- follow the missionary God into strange places 
- inspire people around you to do the same 

 
 Frost suggests that the “bare minimum” for a bunch of people to be the church (pp145-146) is being  
(1) Trinitarian in theology; (2) covenantal in expression; (3) catholic in orientation; (4) missional in intent.  
What does he mean by each factor, and why does it matter? How does your church rate? 
 
 Which one of the above 4 areas is (a) strongest in your community? Give an example and explain why; 
(b) weakest in your community? Why is this, and what’s one key change you could make that would bring 
about the largest difference? 
 

Robert Coleman, “The Lifestyle of the Great Commission” (15pp) 
 
N.b. The Master Plan of Evangelism has had over 60 reprints, and sold over 1 million copies. It is probably 
the world’s most influential guide to evangelism, based around Jesus’ own model with the 12 disciples. 
 
 Thinking over the eight stages of Jesus’ master plan of evangelism, where are you personally and your 
church corporately strongest and weakest? 
 Selection  Association  Consecration  Impartation  

 Demonstration  Delegation  Supervision  Reproduction 
 
 What change in mentality and practices would be required before such  
an approach could become the norm for your church? 
 
SELECTION: People were his method 
 -less about programs, more about choosing the few and investing deep 
 -not built around the prominent, but often the least and last 
 -those selected were teachable and passionate for God 
 -the larger the group, the less effective instruction 
 -he still cared for crowds, but his effort centred on the 12 
 -less about numbers of converts and more about solid foundations 
 
 

https://christspieces.org/
https://christspieces.org/quarry/
http://www.amazon.com/Master-Plan-Evangelism-Robert-Coleman/dp/0800788087/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1363061741&sr=1-1&keywords=coleman+master+plan+of+evangelism#reader_0800788087
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ASSOCIATION: He stayed with them 
 -time, time, time … his disciples followed him everywhere 
 -they learned the kingdom experientially over time in lived reality 
 -“follow me,” “come and see” was his model 
 -Mark 3:14 … the 12 were set apart to “be with Him”  mission 
 -intentional discipleship of individuals in community, not masses 
 
CONSECRATION: He required obedience 
 -they had to be loyal learners who counted the cost 
 -many turned away but Jesus never softened the demands 
 -the model was the cross and servanthood 
 -obedience was their means of learning more truth, practicing what was given 
 -obedience was the measure of love, words but more importantly actions 
 
IMPARTATION: He gave himself 
 -the disciples weren’t primarily obeying a command, but responding to a person 
 -Jesus’ way was self-giving love and service out of compassion 
 -his goal was to sanctify his disciples in truth, modelling the Kingdom way 
 -his life was mediated only through the sustaining of the Holy Spirit 
 -so prayer and reliance on the Spirit defined his model and ministry 
 
DEMONSTRATION: He showed them how to live 
 -Jesus demonstrated the keys to intimacy with God 
 -prayer was key, modelling how to converse with the Father 
 -use of the Scriptures was also key 
 -through personal demonstration, every aspect of discipleship was passed on 
 -people were just to be themselves, with the truth speaking for itself 
 
DELEGATION: He assigned them work 
 -he was patient with his disciples, grounding them in vital experience with God 
 -as intimacy was grown, they were sent out 
 -tasks progressed from the menial (getting food, accommodation) to preaching mission 
 -their focus was on preaching the Kingdom of God and healing the sick 
 -their way was (initially) to concentrate on promising individuals and build gospel beach heads in  

each community for further replication of Jesus’ life through them to others 
 -they learned to expect hardship through practical work assignments expected to be carried out,  

as previously demonstrated by the teacher 
 
SUPERVISION: He kept check on them 
 -he always heard their reports after ministry and debrief post-mission 
 -his teaching rotated between instruction and assignment 
 -through experience he would bring out practical application of teaching to life 
 -Jesus held his disciples accountable and tested them in tasks toward maturity 
 -“we have not been called to hold the fort, but to storm the heights” 
 
REPRODUCTION: He expected them to reproduce 
 -disciples were to make disciples, one at a time, faithfully 
 -the disciples were to build people like themselves, constrained by Jesus’ mission 
 -the test of any work of evangelism is the effectiveness of the work next generation 
 -mass recruitment is never a substitute for costly leadership development/reproduction 
 -“the multitudes cannot know the gospel unless they have a living witness …  

explanation will not suffice, and people must be our priority.” 
 -this approach begins slowly, but over a lifetime of ministry, the impact is huge 
 -“Nothing less than the infilling of the Spirit of Christ will be sufficient to meet the challenge. …  
                                Our satisfaction is in knowing that in generations to come our witness for Christ will still be  
                                bearing fruit through them in an ever-widening cycle of reproduction to the ends of the earth  
                                and unto the end of time.” 
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4.  ALPHA WITH ANNA FARRELL: INSIGHTS ON CHURCH INTEGRATION 

Resource 7.2  
Obviously distance students won’t be able to hear Anna share her experiences both in church planting 
with Holy Trinity Brompton in London, or her subsequent experiences running the Alpha Course and 
integrating seekers and new believers into church life at Hillsong Church in Brisbane. 

SO, you might want to spend this whole session on Class Activity 7.5. Perhaps you could focus in on 
Alpha (International here, Australia here, and wiki article here; 2013 academic evaluation by Stout & 
Dein here). Use this as your key program for group-based seeker evangelism. In turn, you could 
evaluate its strengths and weaknesses, compare it to what you presently do or use in your church, 
and consider how you might modify your present practice for greater effectiveness. (The summary 
of John Finney’s Emerging Evangelism later in these notes will help toward that end.) 

Note that Alpha has a range of forms, including: youth alpha, student Alpha, Alpha in the Workplace, 
Alpha in a Catholic Context, Alpha for Seniors, Alpha for Forces, Alpha for Prisons, and Alpha for ESOL. 

On Moodle, Module 7, under Optional Readings, you might find the following helpful: 

 Robert Webber, Ancient-Future Evangelism  

 

 

 John Finney, Emerging Evangelism  

 

 

Many observe that these outreach groups work best when they are ecumenical. Toward this end, 
check out from the set text (Study of Evangelism) pp328-339, “The Emerging Ecumenical Vision”. 

Finally, there are a number of books on the nature of church, and how it could function as a 
community that corporately becomes more healthy and in turn is a better witness. Try these: 

Cole, Neil. Organic Church: Growing Faith Where Life Happens. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2005. 

Driscoll, Mark. Confessions of a Reformission Rev.: Hard Lessons from an Emerging Missional Church. Grand Rapids, Mich: 
Zondervan, 2006. 

Frost, Michael. The Road to Missional: Journey to the Center of the Church. Grand Rapids, Mich: Baker Books, 2011. 

Gibbs, Eddie, and Ryan K. Bolger. Emerging Churches: Creating Christian Community in Postmodern Cultures . 
Grand Rapids, Mich: Baker Academic, 2005. 

Guder, Darrell L, and Lois Barrett. Missional Church: A Vision for the Sending of the Church in North America.  
Grand Rapids, Mich: W.B. Eerdmans Pub, 1998. 

Hirsch, Alan. The Forgotten Ways: Reactivating the Missional Church. Grand Rapids, Mich: Brazos Press, 2006. 

Lyons, Gabe, and Norton Herbst. The Next Christians: Following Jesus in a Post-Christian Culture.  
Grand Rapids, Mich: Zondervan, 2011. 

Newbigin, Lesslie. A Word ln Season: Perspectives on Christian World Missions.  
Grand Rapids, Mich: W.B. Eerdmans Pub. Co, 1994. 

Ringma, Charles. Catch the Wind. Sutherland, N.S.W.: Albatross Books, 1994. 

Van Engen, Charles Edward. God’s Missionary People: Rethinking the Purpose of the Local Church. Grand Rapids, Mich: 
Baker Book House, 1991. 

Viola, Frank. Reimagining Church: Pursuing the Dream of Organic Christianity. Colorado Springs: David C. Cook, 2008 

Additionally, the short mp3 dialogue by CPX (Centre for Public Christianity) may be thought provoking. See here. 

https://hillsong.com/brisbane/
http://www.alpha.org/
http://www.alpha.org.au/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alpha_course
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=22585
http://run.alpha.org/youth/home
https://www.publicchristianity.org/life-and-faith-the-church/#.UCBEoZGYeQ0
http://www.amazon.com/Ancient-Future-Evangelism-Making-Faith-Forming-Community/dp/0801091608/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1363065771&sr=1-1&keywords=ancient-future+evangelism#reader_0801091608
http://www.amazon.com/Emerging-Churches-Christian-Community-Postmodern/dp/0801027152/ref=sr_1_8?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1363065845&sr=1-8&keywords="emerging+evangelism#reader_0801027152
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4.1 First Thoughts and Anna’s Experience (25 minutes) 

This whole session is based around “bridging the divide” between church and culture. (This is, after all, the 
heart of Malyon Traverse. For a key event we ran on this theme, see “Church in the Wild” and the various 
documents under “extra resources” on Moodle.) For spiritual seekers associated with our community—
whether through outreach programs, youth events, or those occasionally attending services—what systems 
and programs do our churches offer to help them intentionally explore Christianity? 

 Swing around the room, each person sharing their church’s approach. 

 Evaluate the effectiveness of what you do: strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats … 
consider this theologically and culturally. 

 Now, let’s hear from Dr. Anna Farrell (Speech Therapist and Research Head for RBH) and her 
journey both with HTB and Hillsong Brisbane, particularly in her use of the Alpha program (Trailer 
here; Episode 1 here) as a focal point for integrating spiritual seekers. For how Hillsong—in an 
online capacity at least—frames the call to follow Jesus, see here. 

N.b. this discussion may continue for 50 minutes, until the closing reflections. If so, we’ll blend in some of 
our church-based experiences with mass programs and process for spiritual seekers, as per class activity 7.5. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://traverse.org.au/
http://traverse.org.au/resources/church-praxis-workshops/church-in-the-wild/
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Anna_Farrell3
http://www.htb.org.uk/
http://www.hillsong.com/
https://hillsong.com/brisbane/
https://alpha.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-WXr0vcT45w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CmeSw6KVweU
https://hillsong.com/jesus/
https://alpha.org/
https://hillsong.com/jesus/
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4.1.1 “Jesus, The Game Changer” 

Besides Alpha, one excellent example of an outreach tool to introduce people to Christ, specifically 
designed for the Aussie context, is Jesus the Game Changer. It comes from Olive Tree Media, under Karl 
Faase … the same group that sponsored key research into belief blockers in the Aussie context, 
subsequently designing the apologetics resource/course, Towards Belief. 
 
At much the same time as they released the 2017 “Faith and Belief in Australia” research (research video 
launch/summary here), Karl was kicking off this excellent Aussie outreach tool for church-wide campaigns 
around the country. 
 

 National Campaign here with promo video here 
 Trailer here and here 
 Karl launching Jesus the Game Changer at Bridgeman Baptist (July 2017) part 1 and 2 
 Jesus the Game Changer highlight videos here 

 
 
 
 
  

http://www.olivetreemedia.com.au/towards-belief/
http://faithandbelief.org.au/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=23&v=ovJ12DcReaI
https://ssl.olivetreemedia.com.au/jesus-the-game-changer/campaign/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=obXey88RC1s
https://vimeo.com/172535805
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AtyvHebPoqY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7uhW_Qcjetc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6aMLfjHnkVU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hu-egO1ueP4&list=PL_bP9GCIGueatOpjPHTwmM-jcCkLMLUGa
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AtyvHebPoqY
http://www.olivetreemedia.com.au/jesus-the-game-changer/
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4.2 Bridging the Divide:                                                 
Evaluating Mass Programs and Process for Spiritual Seekers (25 minutes) 

 

Reflection Activities 7.3-7.4 [Distance Students only]  
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response to the following questions, and tick off the related 
boxes in the unit guide. 
#7.3 Evaluate your church’s bridging programs for spiritual seekers, both culturally and theologically 
#7.4 Which of the above programs seemed most appropriate for your context, and why? What process 
might you follow to set something like this up, and what dangers would you need to watch? 

4.3 Extra Thoughts: John Finney, Emerging Evangelism, pp. 70-88, 145-155  

For this chapter, see Moodle Module 7, Optional Reading. It offers an evaluation of a range of emerging 
evangelistic approaches, particularly group-based programs like Alpha. His recommendations and 
comparisons are very helpful in choosing or constructing your own program. (Cf. Stout & Dein 2013, here.) 
 
Following are some of the questions I think this book raises, and some key quotes/thoughts that stood out. 
 
 What has driven the change from mass evangelistic campaigns in the 80’s to small “nurture group” 
Alpha equivalent programs by the year 2000? What are the weaknesses and strengths of such a shift? 
 
 In your experience, how effective are Alpha style programs presently? Do you think, along with John 
Finney, that “catechumenate” programs (~ 2 years, ongoing group involvement + rounded teaching about 
Christianity, discipled into a community) are increasingly necessary? Why? What is your gut response to 
this length and style of ‘program’?  
 
 What did you like, or dislike, in the author’s sketch of an “emerging church” model? 
 

Class Activity 7.5 (25 minutes) 
Continuing on from Anna’s sharing, and discussion of our local church’s programs and processes for 
integrating spiritual seekers, in this activity we’ll encounter and evaluate some well known options.  

#1. As a group, list all the bridging programs you know (3 minutes) 

e.g. Christianity Explained, Alpha, Ask Anything, Open Table, Life Works, It’s All About Life, Introducing 
God, Ancient-Future Evangelism, Simply Christianity, etc. Karl Faase’s “Jesus the Game Changer” is great! 

#2. Using either materials brought to the session, or web-research, take 15 minutes to explore a 
program, before reporting back to the group about the nature of the program, and perceived strengths 
and weaknesses. 

  Research the program (15 minutes) 

  Each group shares the main thrust of the approach (5 minutes) 

#3. From what you’ve seen and heard, which program seems best for your local church? 

  What is its greatest strength? 

  What is its primary weakness? 

  How might you use this in your context? 

https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=22585
http://www.olivetreemedia.com.au/jesus-the-game-changer/
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N.b. Catechumenate programs were initiated in the church, 3rd and 4th centuries AD, of 2-3 years for pagans 
wanting to follow Christ, before allowing baptism … it was certainly a counting of the cost. 
 
 What struck you most in the statistics on Alpha, Emmaus, Y Course, Good News, and Christianity 
Explored? What are the implications for your church based bridging programs?  

• 1/6 attending became Christians  1/3 million adults became Christians through them just in 
the Salvation Army alone 

• For churchgoers vs. non-churchgoers, the % making a faith commitment was:  
o Alpha (17 vs. 45)  
o Emmaus (38 vs. 50) 
o Y Course (18 vs. 38) 
o Good News (24 vs. 50) 
o Christianity Explored (22 vs. 27 percent)2 

• Virtually all non-church-goers were still attending church 6 months later  
+ many church-goers made (re-?)commitments as a result 

• The corporate result on churches is considerable 

• When a course is first run, almost the entirety of participants are more committed church 
members. With further runnings, often attendance and enthusiasm for the program drop 
(may need a break for a year at times—perhaps reflected in Alpha struggling to get attendees 
for training across Brisbane) … up to 50 percent of churches stop after the 2nd or 3rd repeat. 
Yet, when run 4+ times, numbers of newcomers increase and the course begins to impact the 
whole life of the church … numerical growth is stimulated or decline at least slows 

• Alpha and the like gives the opportunity for ecumenical evangelism  
… inter-church programs often had the greatest effect 

• Use of these programs has levelled off since 1998, with churches looking for something less 
dominated by the agenda of the church and more by the wishes of those taking part  
… e.g. is sitting in a group round a Bible the way people learn these days? … Perhaps more 
postmodern interactive and engaging experiences are better? Also should the need for 
repentance from sin be up-front in the courses, especially when objective moral guilt before 
God is a strange and bizarre concept for many? … perhaps begin more with nature of God as 
love and Creator and Guide and Protector rather than Jesus as Saviour 

• Post-course follow up must be adequate: “It is pastorally criminal to help someone find faith 
within a warmly supportive group and then disband at the end of the course with nothing to 
put in its place”  integration to groups in the church is crucial 

• Only 1/3 churches in the UK use a “nurture course,” so the rest are missing out on one of the 
most effective means of evangelism. 

 
Why are nurture groups successful?  

• They are built upon relationships, e.g. meal (equally important as material covered) … ~80% 
of people coming to faith point to a relationship with another person as the main reason;  
it helps also to have a trustworthy and believable and caring leader 

• They are relaxed but have a goal … must enjoy self but have a goal, fun + concentration/aims 
 more positive view of God and church as not just serious and funeral like, but brightly lit 
room with fun, laughter, life, and intelligent engagement  show we’re normal and 
challenge many stereotypes/negative mental images 

• They are group-based but church-linked … must be owned and encouraged by a church  
contact with institutional church, especially if wanting a baby baptised or attending a funeral. 
But, don’t want it controlled by the church … i.e., must be free to experiment and engage 
those not easily fitting into traditional church, or New Agers, or the non-religious  
… it’s not about conformity, but open honest exploration 

                                                           
2 I find these statistics somewhat confusing. Perhaps the low percentage of church goers making a commitment was 
because they already were Christian? Make of this what you will, and read it in context! 
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• They do not dictate how people find God … people come to faith in many ways, so don’t be 
too directive and manipulative … for 69 percent of adult conversions, the process is gradual 
of coming to faith, taking years, with no set commitment date … so don’t demand a decision, 
and allow them to explore and discover Christ at their own pace 

• They blend reason and experience … people want to have reasons for believing, but they also 
want to experience something for themselves … over the many hours together, they should 
have the chance to share their own adventures along the spiritual road. But testimony must 
be complemented by teaching and constructive exploration (rather than simply didactic 
instruction) on tricky topics blocking belief, without forcing uncritical acceptance of ideas … 
link mind and spirit together  

• It gives space for the work of the Holy Spirit through people other than the leader … delegate 
control to others … avoid leaders talking too much, asking and answering their own 
questions, failing to be aware of what God is doing in those in the group (as preoccupied with 
their own performance), and fail to give space for prayer and an invitation to the Holy Spirit 
to work in the lives of participants. (Cf. Stout & Dein 2013, here, on spiritual experience.) 

• They are often lay-led … often the first course or two is led by the minister, but later run 
almost entirely by lay-leaders  greater ownership, and different perception of Christianity 
by participants as a people’s movement, rather than professional or religious institution. … 
Can be good to hold it in an environment comfortable for everyday participants, e.g. a room 
which led off the bar in a pub … perhaps they only ask questions after a few pints! 

 
What are the disadvantages and limitations of nurture groups? 

• Groups are artificial … a contrived construct, and usually not the way most people encounter 
each other most of the time … it’s more natural to gossip the gospel as we informally gather 
in clumps, e.g. exchanging stories in the pub or round the coffee machine in the office  
… it can seem like a stale, manipulative device, an application of group-dynamics rather than 
a genuine answering of participant needs 

• Groups only attract the curious, the seeker … with anti-institutionalization, many people will 
never join a group, so if this is our only strategy, we won’t reach new people  
… we must also reach people through the workplace or members of the family 

• Groups only attract the gregarious … loners, introverts, outcasts don’t tend to join groups  
attract one type of person more often than not 

• Groups suit the educated and articulate 

• Nurture groups may be post-modernist in their approach, but their content is usually 
modernist … i.e., the agenda is set by the leaders, a book is often used, there is a pattern 
which is generally adhered to … why not start with the agenda of the participants, not 
constrained by a book to wander where the group wants, but centred on gospel accounts? 

• Often churches are looking for a one size evangelism fits all  neglect responsibility 
personally or creatively if attitude is “Alpha covers that base.” 

 
Sketches of an Emerging Church 

• Trinitarian re: initiation into life of God … more reliance on work of Holy Spirit as a mystery 

• Less defined by formulae and dependence on the outside expert 

• Gospel (like for the Athenians) is more diverse/Kingdom based than church-based 
participants are used to 

• The local parish is complemented by incarnational models of being church, perhaps inspired 
by monastic orders of Christian history 

• Will give mysterion its full place, incorporating the ritualistic and charismatic elements rather 
than controlling what we do by denominational tradition 

 
 
 
 

https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=22585
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So, we need to accept the experimental and entrepreneurial, and make space for this to thrive. 
Change the way we learn within the church, and also our understanding of holiness: 
 
How we learn: 
-less about experts and hour long exposition, as number of trained clergy is declining 
-more empowerment of laity for leading with less hierarchy, and Bible training 
-make learning interactive, valuing past experience 
-use more question and answer, open to all ages, rather than just lecture  
… less sermon and more like a house or nurture group  
… fellowship and imitatio Christi through learning the rhythms of grace in the life of the leaders 
-more of an apprenticeship model … teach, demonstrate, you do together, they do and you watch, they do 
(IDEA) … like COMMISSION evangelism group (pp. 8-10 above) … repetitive … slow, but thorough … more 
like a bricklayer than a lecture and exam … apprentices remember more than students … less individualistic 
(student model  apprenticeship model … cf. Stanley Hauerwas’ approach in After Christendom?) 
-mentoring based, partnering young disciples and seekers with older disciples and leaders 
-‘constructive knowing’ combining analytical and objective knowledge with experience of themselves and 
others 
 
What is Holiness: 
-the world wants real saints like Mother Teresa … ordinary people who handed over their personalities and 
lives to God to work through them and their weaknesses 
-modern holiness has to do with wholeness and integration, unity and altruism (cf. Sayers, Vertical Self) 
-modern holiness is less about retreat and personal spirituality, and more about being engaged in the care 
for others, building a bridge for others between the real world and the real God  
… sanctity is mission-shaped: “the mission of the modern saints is, by the challenge of their example and 
their words, to jerk people away from the primrose path of self and unreality to truth and the Being of 
God.” … passionate evangelists and sacrificial missionaries 
-modern holiness is about being a wounded healer, not a perfect and powerful person, honest about our 
struggles and flaws and doubts, not shiny to whom faith comes easily … so shaped by the honesty of the 
Psalms 
-modern holiness is about costly commitment, not easy believism 
-modern holiness is about steadiness … authenticity in place of fads and fancies … simple, resisting the 
transient … in touch and relevant, but meaningfully countercultural in a consumeristic age. 
 
Ultimately the way forward is to embrace diverse expressions of church that combine word and deed, less 
formula driven and aware of problems than potentiality … “the less restrictively defined church is shaped 
by the whole people of God in the world.” 
 
N.b. if these explorations are interesting to you, check out this book by Paul Wallis on New Monastics …  

  

https://www.amazon.com/Vertical-Self-Biblical-Discover-Obsession/dp/0849920000/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1522095612&sr=8-1&keywords=sayers+vertical+self
https://www.amazon.com/New-Monastic-Paul-Wallis-ebook/dp/B002I616AW/ref=sr_1_10?ie=UTF8&qid=1521529895&sr=8-10&keywords=%22paul+wallis%22
http://www.amazon.com/NEW-MONASTIC-Paul-Wallis/dp/160290183X#reader_B002I616AW
https://www.amazon.com/Vertical-Self-Biblical-Discover-Obsession/dp/0849920000/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1522095612&sr=8-1&keywords=sayers+vertical+self
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4.4 Extra Thoughts: Robert Webber, Ancient-Future Evangelism, pp55-69  

For this chapter, see Moodle Module 7, Optional Reading. It helpfully finds parallels between our present 
pluralistic and post-Christendom situation, with that of the early church. In turn, it suggests new ways 
forward in evangelism that are based around doing life together as a community in Christ 
—with progressive seeking and discipleship—rather than a one-off gospel presentation. 
 
Some questions, and key quotes and ideas follow: 
 
 Why does Webber look to the ancient Christian society in the first three centuries as a model for 
evangelism in the present and future? What implications follow for our evangelism now? 
 
 What suggestions do you have for reaching the “secular but spiritually inquisitive seeker in our post-
Christian world”? 
 
 How well does your church reach out through social networking and hospitality, and build a welcoming, 
embracing community? [i.e. to recognize ourselves as strangers in the world, and recognize strangers as 
Christ.] 
 
 What practices could help your small groups deal with individualism, isolationism, and consumerism, to 
become a more embracing community? 
  individualism: come together around shared beliefs and values (common beliefs, practices, 
patterns, and virtues constantly reinforced in community and group meetings,  
e.g., reading the Beatitudes together a la Dave Andrews and West End Waiter’s Union) 
  isolationism: building neighbourhood churches aware of local needs where everyone lives close 
and the missional boundary geographically is defined  parish principle to serve the neighbourhood 
  consumerism: being more countercultural, sharing possessions and fostering opportunities for 
interdependency and intergenerational life 
   all of this is groundwork for a new way of doing evangelism 
 
*He contends that “we are dealing with a paradoxical situation in which the world is secular yet longing for 
a supernatural spirituality.” 
 
*In ancient Christianity—a pagan setting—Christianity was open (accessible, not secretive and exclusive). It 
also showed intransigence (not budging on the exclusive message that salvation is through Christ alone … 
not compromising on “the way”). Finally, the third cause of its success was that this exclusiveness created 
community (a close-knit, organized and disciplined community bound by a common rite, community life, 
and by common danger  belonging and security. … But it wasn’t an in group or clique to the exclusion of 
others; rather, it gave freely to the needy … so Christianity’s sense of community and its universal charity 
were crucial for its growth and subsequent victory over the empire). 
 [see also Rodney Stark, The Rise of Christianity] 
   THREE KEY PRINCIPLES FOR EVANGELISM IN OUR CULTURE: 

1) We must be open to all (to reach out and build a welcoming community) 
2) We are to preach, teach, enact, and live an exclusive Christian message 
3) We need to create a community that not only looks after its own but cares for the world’s needs. 

 

In recent history (last 100 years), Mass evangelism  seeker evangelism  missional church  
… not always as direct a communication of the gospel demanding a response. (See quote below.) 
  
 “The missional church evangelizes primarily by immersing the unchurched in the experience of 
community. In this community they see, hear, and feel the reality of the faith or ‘catch’ the faith.” What are 
the strengths and weaknesses of such a model? 
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Webber is convinced that the better way of discipleship in the postmodern world is to be “convinced of 
truth through participation, not consumer appeals; through wholly lived display, not reasoned arguments.” 
… Has Webber hitched his approach to an assumption that the average person today is postmodern in their 
epistemology? And what of those who are suspicious of the church and unlikely to ever enter our 
community to experience the transformative effects of the gospel?  
 
At the same time, the shift to the church’s shared life being the plausibility structure is important. 
“Postmodern evangelism is not so much an argument but a display.”  
… “In this sense evangelism not only invites people into a local community but a community that is shaped 
by a tradition of worship, discipleship, Christian formation, and vocation that is rooted in the teachings and 
practices that go all the way back to Jesus and his disciples.”  
Thus, “Evangelism through an immersion in worship … here, in worship, personal stories of faith and 
conversion are linked with the story of God’s saving acts, past, present, and future.”  
… Worship embodied trust and it is rehearsed and symbolized in the rites and rituals of faith in worship. 
 
Webber considers conversion as a combination of belief, belonging (community identity), and behaviour 
(ethical transformation) … it makes demands and offers real hope, not easy believism.  
 
 What excites or concerns you about Webber’s 5 step approach to ancient-future evangelism? 
 
Summarizing the chapter, Webber suggests the following 5 step approach to evangelism  
in our post-Christian world: 

1) A relationship is established between a Christian and a non-Christian 
2) The interested non-Christian is invited to attend a neighbourhood community fellowship where 

Christians gather to eat, socialize, and discuss spiritual issues 
3) The interested person is brought to the church where the gospel  

is embodied in community and rehearsed in worship. 
4) Genuine conversion is characterized by believing, behaving, and belonging 
5) Conversion is a start, not an end. 

 
(n.b. From my [Dave’s] perspective, this still has a number of issues—not least being that ‘church’ is still 
equated with a one-day a week formal religious service, rather than the community of Christ, whether 
gathered or scattered. This is perhaps still too insular as a model, avoiding the need for centrifugal mission.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

http://www.alpha.org/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CwG64S4Gjac&list=PLEEF51A7C6B053B20&index=6
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5.  STRATEGISING, PREPARATION, CHALLENGE, AND PRAYER 

In response to this module, take one minute to consider just *one* change God is prompting you to make 
to help both the ins (integration) and outs (mission) of your local church. 
 
Now, pair up with another, and commit both these ideas, and your church and leaders to God.  
Thank God for what He’s already done, and ask that more people would be saved through your corporate 
witness—especially by the way you love each other.   
 
For next module, the two students sharing will be: 
TESTIMONY: ________________ TIPS: ______________ Demographic: ____________________ 
 

 

 

For fantastic Gospel centred “Seeker Bible Studies” on the life of Jesus, designed for pre-believers to 
encounter Christ, see the work of evangelist Becky Pippert (books here; advice here & here). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Preparation for Next Week …  
 Pre-reading, as per Unit Guide pp7-8 … Come prepared to share … 

         -a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify 
 -a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance 
 -an implication—“so what” for our evangelistic practice 

 -an application—something useful right now in your context 

If it’s your turn, come prepared to share your TESTIMONY and/or TIPS for outreach 

CHALLENGE for the Forum Activity Module 7 
The CHALLENGE for this week is invitational evangelism. You might choose to either             
(a) Invite a non-Christian friend to an event connected with your church or Christianity in 
general—whether Alpha, a church service, a BBQ or dinner for 8 with a mix of Christians;  
(b) Meet with a key Pastor or leader in your church, to talk about their strategy for both the ins & 
outs of church-based evangelism. See if any of the ideas from this module may contribute to a 
more focused approach to corporate witness. 
 

Post to the FORUM (cf. assessment requirement 1) under Module 7 on Moodle to outline 
your two hours of outreach each week, and a question raised + lesson learned from the 
experience. 

Remember, you should bounce off one of the recommended readings in your response. You 
should have processed these readings prior to completing this module. 

Put your response on the Moodle Forum 

https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&text=Rebecca+Manley+Pippert&search-alias=books&field-author=Rebecca+Manley+Pippert&sort=relevancerank
https://www.thegoodbook.co.uk/blog/usefulresources/2016/05/17/becky-pippert-on-seeker-bible-studies/
https://www.thegoodbook.com/blog/usefulresources/2015/04/23/how-to-start-a-seeker-bible-study-answers-to-3-com/
https://www.amazon.com/Uncovering-Jesus-Rebecca-Manley-Pippert/dp/1910307637/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1521584964&sr=8-1&keywords=becky+pippert
https://www.amazon.com/Discovering-Jesus-Rebecca-Manley-Pippert/dp/1784980757/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1521584964&sr=8-2&keywords=becky+pippert
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tl87Y52WbEg
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Let’s close by reciting the Lord’s Prayer together: 
 

 
 
Our Father who is in Heaven, 
Holy is Your Name. 
Your Kingdom come, Your will be done 
 On Earth as it is in Heaven 
Give us this day our daily bread,  
And forgive us our trespasses, 
 As we forgive those who trespass against us. 
And lead us not into temptation, 
 But deliver us from evil.  
For Yours is the Kingdom, the power, and the glory 
 For ever and ever, Amen. 
 

 

Significance for Christian theology, life and thought... 
My attitude to invitational evangelism has gone through phases. 

In the first phase, I followed the party line and figured getting my friends to church was the high 
point of sharing my faith. Yet, I found myself falling into a ‘bait and switch’, as I looked for 
increasingly obtuse reasons to get them interested in my offer: great food afterwards, lots of 
young people (as potential dates?), decent band, I was singing a solo …. My incessant asking was 
grating on their nerves. And even when they did come, often it just confused them—a bit like Stan 
Fetting shared in the article earlier.  

So, in the second phase, I gave full emphasis to the church not as a religious service we invite 
outsiders too. Rather, the high point of evangelism was Christians (who are the church), going to 
their non-Christian friends, family, and colleagues … they were to demonstrate God’s Kingdom in 
their everyday lives, and point them to Jesus with their words. Now, this fit with every believer 
being called to evangelism. And it fit that God wants to kick out more labourers into the harvest 
field—as they’re too busy singing songs in a building. But, I found few believers did this, and the 
intentional conversations were far between. Further, it was kind of a one-person crusade. My 
missiology had merit, but my ecclesiology (my understanding of the church) was very light on. 

Now, in the third phase, I’m finding a synergy between what went before. We are to go. But, 
unless they see two or more believers loving each other, they miss the animating dynamic of a 
corporate church witness. And the most powerful encounters with this kind of witness are often in 
a group setting, as we are communal creatures. It may not be a church service, but it may be a 
small group of people sharing a meal, and bringing up Biblical stories and grappling with what it 
means to find life to the full in Jesus today. It may be an intentional seeker Bible study in a pub. 
Whatever it is, our shared witness is key.  

While I’m still somewhat wary of the silver-bullet that some think attending a church-service is, I’m 
even coming to appreciate that unbelievers may well first experience God as they uncomfortably 
shift in their seat as believers unite as one in passionate worship—like individual alveoli coming 
together as one giant lung that heaves with the breath of the Spirit.  

So, whether you major or minor on the ins and invitation of church evangelism, or have a heart for 
the outs of centrifugal mission, never forget that Christ called a people, and sends a people. 
However you go about this duty and delight, let’s witness together.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tl87Y52WbEg

